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Why select Dexion
as your supplier ?
As a business evolves, it often requires more sophisticated materials
storage and handling solutions to meet that expansion. Dexion not
only has a market leading national presence, it is a global business.
Dexion’s customers gain access to an extensive knowledge and
capability which has been built over many years and across many
countries. Dexion boast an expansive range of products which allow
us to develop business storage solutions that are tailored to meet
your needs and deliver the benefits of;
Reduced costs by optimising floor space
Increased operational efficiency and productivity
Protection of stored contents through advanced security options
World class Needs Analysis, Design and Project Management capabilities

Dexion Mobile Shelving

Mech Assist Compactus

The challenge:

The challenge:

A light weight, extremely efficient high density mobile filing
and storage system that is easily operated with minimal effort.
Easy access for users and avoiding possible trip hazards
are important considerations.

A high-density mobile storage system capable of very long carriage
lengths for a wide variety of materials of different size, weight and
shape. Safety features are an important consideration due to the
long carriage length.

Our solution:

Our solution:

Mekdrive® 3 revolutionises filing and storage systems with
advanced technology and design. It is the lightest mechanicallyassisted mobile storage system available; this keeps floor loads to
a minimum, a major consideration in most high rise buildings.
And best of all, its ‘positive drive’ technology and ergonomically
designed hand-wheel effortlessly moves 6000kg block loads at up
to four shelving bays wide, removing operator strain. Dexion’s
patented pivoting ramps provide an inclined ramp which follows the
contour of the floor, delivering enhanced user safety and access.

The Dexion Mech Assist Compactus® is the safest mechanically
assisted Compactus available in Australia today. This storage system
cleverly optimises floor space and puts all the storage efficiency you
could ever need at your fingertips. Operation is smooth and effortless
due to the ability to select a drive ratio which suits the load of the
Compactus and its contents. Installed with a false floor and access
ramp to provide a safe and solid working platform which reduces trip
hazards and allows easy access for trolleys or wheelchairs. Dexion
Mech Assist Compactus® provides market leading safety features, and
can be easily upgraded to powered operation at any time in the future.

®

GLOBAL GREEN TAG
CERTIFIED
Silver PLUS, Level A

Freetrack 2 Compactus
®

®

The challenge:
A storage system that is easy and light weight to operate and does
not need to be fixed to the floor. Easy access for users and
avoiding possible trip hazards are important considerations.

®
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MaxiDRIVE Compactus

®

The challenge:
A high density mobile storage system capable of very long carriage
lengths to maximise storage capacity in larger rooms or areas.
Safety features are an important consideration to protect users
working within these large units. Aesthetics are easily tailored due
to a unique design.

Our solution:
Freetrack® 2 is the ideal light-weight Compactus® system for just
about any storage and filing application. The lighter weight of the
system reduces the chance of operator strain and loads imposed on
the floor. Just because Freetrack 2® is lighter than other systems this
doesn’t mean it isn’t built tough. Move block-loads up to 1000kg
effortlessly with Freetrack® 2 Compactus®. Realise the benefits of
Dexion’s patented pivoting ramps which provide an inclined ramp
that follows the contour of the floor delivering enhanced user safety
and access.

®

Dexion Mobile Shelving

Mekdrive 3 Compactus

Our solution:

GLOBAL GREEN TAG
CERTIFIED
Silver PLUS, Level A

MaxiDRIVE Compactus® is ideal for the bulk storage of any regularly
accessed item in the office, back-of-house in a retail area, library,
warehouse or archive. Installed with a false floor and access ramp to
provide a safe and solid working platform which reduces trip hazards
and allows easy access for trolleys or wheelchairs.
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Dexion Mobile Shelving

A storage system for under utilized alcoves and walkways or for
high speed placement and retrieval of lateral filing.

The challenge:

Our solution:

A storage system for bulky or awkward items which is easily
operated with minimal effort. Easy access for users and avoiding
possible trip hazards are important considerations.

®

®

Eclipse Powered Compactus

®

The challenge:
An affordable powered high-density mobile storage solution with
market leading safety features. Available with options for guidance,
control and safety, power and wiring, environmental monitoring,
security, lighting and more.
Our solution:
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The challenge:

Mekdrive 3 Longspan
Compactus

®

The Dexion Eclipse Compactus® makes powered high-density
mobile storage more affordable than ever before. Create your own
powered storage solution from a broad range of features and options
for guidance, control and safety, environmental monitoring, security,
lighting and more. The drivers behind the Dexion Eclipse are safety,
ease of use, productivity and reliability. The system you buy today
can easily evolve into the system you’ll need tomorrow. This is the
only system available that provides a battery override back up in
case of emergencies guaranteed for ninety carriage movements.

Side2Side 2 is the ideal system for transforming under-utilised areas
such as alcoves into efficient storage space. It’s simple; we just place
a row of mobile shelving in front of a row of static shelving. This
eliminates the need for permanent aisles as items stored are
accessed from the front. It also means that file indexing acess is
often visible before the user is within reach of files, making acces
quick and easy.

Our solution:

Freetrack 2 Longspan
Compactus
®

®

The Mekdrive® 3 Longspan Compactus® provides incredible value
and cost efficiencies when compared with traditional mechanically
operated fixed-track systems. The robust chain drive and
ergonomically designed hand-wheel now moves up to 6,000kg
(previously 4,000kg) block loads effortlessly, eliminating operator
strain and can accommodate varying floor contours. Dexion’s
patented pivoting ramps provide an inclined ramp which follows the
contour of the floor, delivering enhanced user safety and access.

Dexion Mobile Shelving

Side2Side 2 Compactus

The challenge:
A Compactus that can handle larger, bulkier or awkwardly shaped
items. Easy access for users and avoiding possible trip hazards are
important considerations.
Our solution:
Dexion’s most versatile storage system, Ultima Longspan, mounted
on Freetrack® 2 Compactus® track and runner system. The track
does not require floor fixing, keeping floor loads to a minimum. It’s
the perfect solution for in office storage of archives or bulky items.
Dexion’s patented pivoting ramps provide an inclined ramp which
follows the contour of the floor, delivering enhanced user safety
and access.
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Dexion Commercial Shelving

®

The challenge:
Storage that can handle larger, heavier or awkwardly shaped items.
Either a single-tier or high-rise solution to make optimal use of
overhead space.
Our solution:

Reference drawer.

Slotted shelf divider.

Ultima® Longspan is Dexion’s most popular hand-loaded solution.
Strong and durable, you can assemble or reconfigure it yourself. A
little extra shelf depth makes Longspan quite flexible, while the
absence of a back panel means you can pick from both sides.
Compatible with Compactus mobile storage.

Coat rail.

GLOBAL GREEN TAG
CERTIFIED
Level A

Ultima CI-80 Shelving

Safety Rail

®

The challenge:
A flexible single-tier, storage system for light to medium weight
items that can evolve with your business and be added to mobile
Compactus bases at any time.
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Ultima Longspan Shelving

®

The challenge:
Bin fronts/back stops.

Dividing bars.

Binning dividers.

A practical, cost effective solution to reduce the risk of objects
falling from shelving, which doesn’t reduce vertical storage capacity
and can be fitted to your existing storage shelves.

Our solution:

Our solution:

Employing a modular system, Ultima® CI-80 expands in any
direction. A common frame panel makes sideways extension simple
while units are made mobile with Compactus bases and runners. A
wide range of accessories such as suspended filing racks, dividers
and drawers allow you to switch between front office and back of
house applications.

The Dexion Safety Rail is a revolutionary device that can easily be
fitted to any existing shelving products, such as our mobile
Compactus® units or products from other manufacturers. Once
fitted, the risk of stocked items falling from shelving during seismic
activity is significantly reduced, whilst still enabling the contents to
be easily accessible.

Suspended filing rack.

Suspended divider.

Suspension filing drawer.

Dexion Commercial Shelving

Ultima CI-80 Accessories
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Dexion Commercial Shelving

®

The challenge:
A high-quality shelving solution that has virtually endless
possibilities for storing and displaying reading, resource and
reference material.

The challenge:
A cabinet with aesthetic appeal and acoustic properties to absorb
sound. It needs to be securely lockable, and there’s no room for
doors to obstruct walkways.

Our solution:
Precision® Library Shelving 2 is ideal for academic, corporate, public
and legal libraries as well as general office applications.
It is adaptable to both stationary and mobile storage applications.
Available with a wide range of configurations and accessory options.

Our solution:

ENVIRONMENTAL
CHOICE AUSTRALIA

ENVIRONMENTAL
CHOICE AUSTRALIA

DEX-2009 GECA 28-2006
Furniture and Fittings

DEX-2009 GECA 28-2006
Furniture and Fittings

Strata 2 Bookcase

Strata 2
Tambour Door Cabinet

The challenge:

The challenge:

Be able to access stored items quickly and / or frequently, or have
material on display that doesn’t need to be secure now, but can
easily be converted to a Strata2 Swing Door cabinet through the
addition of secure doors later.
GLOBAL GREEN TAG
CERTIFIED
Level A
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Our solution:
This powder coated bookcase provides ready accessibility,
showcasing all contents, with the flexibility of an option to convert the
unit to a secure, enclosed cabinet with a swing door or tambour door.

Designed to maximise space. Sliding doors glide open, lock shut and
don’t impede anyone passing by. The stylish, perforated panels absorb
sound and look smart. Optional perforated perforated planter boxes
have perforations which align with cabinet doors.

Dexion Cabinets & Planters

Strata 2
Sliding Door Cabinet

Precision Library Shelving 2

Attractive, multi-purpose secure cabinets for personal or general
storage. Must offer flexibility combined with clever use of space,
and without obstructing adjacent space.
Our solution:
Makes the most of available space. Tambour doors neatly recede
and ‘disappear’ to avoid impeding walkways. Magnetic strips ensure
snug fit and finish when doors are closed. Choice of ABS door slat
colours including translucent with GECA certification. Cabinet sizes
to match common workstation and screen dimensions.

ENVIRONMENTAL
CHOICE AUSTRALIA
DEX-2009 GECA 28-2006
Furniture and Fittings
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Dexion Cabinets & Planters

The challenge:
You simply need the security and peace of
mind of a cabinet that will keep your
property and documents safe under lock
and key.

Strata 2 Planter

Dynamic Locking

The challenge:

The challenge:

A contemporary, green way to enjoy nature in
your office, without using precious floor space.

With an ever changing office environment and differing levels of
security required, how does an organisation look to the future for
their current and imminent needs?

Our solution:

Our solution:
A sturdy and stylish performer, this all-steel
cabinet with enclosed frame, reinforced
doors, concealed hinges and two-point
locking system delivers peace of mind for
the secure storage of important documents.

G3 Lateral Filing
Cabinet

Attractive but practical planter boxes that sit
neatly above storage cabinets, so you don’t
‘waste’ space. Add life, colour and a sense
of balance to work environments, and
improve the air quality and ambience.
Screen workstations in a fresh way. Moulded
full depth safety liners to ensure water
cannot escape the planter and damage
cabinet contents. Dexion’s unique top tray
incorporates folding tabs, to avoid loss of
fill material into the plants.

Functional and ergonomic lockers that support day to day
business activities.

DEX-2009 GECA 28-2006
Furniture and Fittings

GOLD LEVEL
TZ Locking Solutions

SILVER LEVEL
Digilock Solutions

Our solution:

Our solution:

ENVIRONMENTAL
CHOICE AUSTRALIA

GLOBAL GREEN TAG
CERTIFIED
Level B

The challenge:

To easily drop in suspension files in large
quantities. Style, to match or complement
other office furniture.
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The Dexion Dynamic Locking Range offers users three distinct
levels of locking, each with varying connectivity, security and
functionality options. Please reference Dexion Dynamic Locking
Range for more information.

Agile Lockers

The challenge:

Clever and seamless interior storage layout.
Sturdily built to comfortably swallow
volumes. Two, three or four drawers.
Attractively and durably powder coated.

Our solution:

ENVIRONMENTAL
CHOICE AUSTRALIA
DEX-2009 GECA 28-2006
Furniture and Fittings

Dexion Agile Lockers offer a wide range of flexibility to meet the
growing demand for locker solutions within today’s health facilities
and workplace environments. Agile Lockers have been designed
with adaptability in mind and can be configured to meet your
specific needs. Ideal for ABW or Health care environments, end of
trip facilities and all forms of personal storage.

Dexion Agile Lockers & Dynamic Locking

Strata 2 Swing
Door Cabinet

BRONZE LEVEL
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®

Dexion EasyFit Range

EasyFit Boltless
Wire Shelving

EasyFit
Wire Baskets

The challenge:

The challenge:

Sturdy wire shelving you can put together
without tools, for wet or dry areas in a home,
office, shop, hospital, restaurant or kitchen.

Store sterile medical supplies in a
smart system which minimizes
dust or bacteria being harboured.

®

®

Our solution:
Our solution:
A boltless wire shelving system that’s quick
and simple to assemble. No bolts, so no
tools. Easy to dismantle and reposition.
Adjustable and adaptable, so it can change
as your needs do. Available in chrome,
stainless steel or zinc-plated with antimicrobial epoxy coating to suit any storage
application. Contemporary, durable and
attractive style.

EasyFit Wire
Compactus
®

®

The challenge:
Minimise the surface area which can harbour
bacteria or dust and to allow a constant flow of
air around the stored items.
Our solution:
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The Dexion EasyFit® Wire Compactus® provides a
clear, continuous area for optimal sterilisation and
can dramatically improve the storage capacity of
your floor space. It can easily be re-configured to
suit storage of any kind. It utilises an overhead rail
to guide the mobile shelving bays within the unit,
which are fitted with castors to ensure the floor
below can easily be cleaned.

The EasyFit® Wire Baskets are a
range of quality baskets which fit
onto the Dexion louvre panel.
The wire basket design greatly
enhances the ability to effectively
store sterilised medical supplies.
Each basket has a double wire on
the top edge to ensure there are
no sharp edges and can easily
be removed from the panel for
restocking or relocation of
stored items.

Dexion project
management
With a wealth of project management and installation experience, Dexion is able to deliver
everything from a single product to a turnkey solution.
Safety is an absolute essential part of the delivery and installation of our products to our
customers. Every effort is taken to ensure safe working practices in all areas of the project.
In addition our broad geographical presence helps us ensure that we are up to speed with
local requirements and regulations in all areas of our product installation.

Financing
Two industry leaders, Macquarie Bank and Dexion work together to provide tailored
business solutions, which are flexible and provide all year round support.
Simple pay-as-you-go finance options enable you to save your initial capital.
Saving valuable working capital allows you to invest in your own business and improve
business performance while Dexion works to improve your business processes. Dexion
can finance a range of products that you may be considering at the time of purchasing
Dexion services.

For your nearest
Dexion Supply Centre, please call:
Australia 1300 339 466 or visit
www.dexion.com.au
New Zealand 0800 339 466 or visit
www.dexion.co.nz
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